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Perfect 10 Diet 2011-01-01
lose up to 14 lbs in 21 days the breakthrough diet that gets real life results fast frustrated by
trendy low fat low carb diets that leave you feeling hungry without losing or keeping off any
weight it s not your fault the latest medical research shows that balanced hormones are the
key to weight loss in fact those hard to maintain diet fads wreak havoc on your hormones
which is why the weight comes back the moment you stop dr michael aziz is board certified
in internal medicine and knows that the ultimate key to good health is a diet that can be
maintained in the real world in the perfect 10 diet he shares his revolutionary discovery how
to create the perfect balance between the 10 key hormones that control health and weight so
that you can finally melt away the pounds without going hungry revitalize your health reverse
the aging process and look younger at any age featuring over 70 delicious heart healthy and
easy to follow recipes for the foods you crave like garlic cheese stuffed mushrooms and
pistachio dark chocolate but never thought you could have this book will teach you how to
eat what you want and still lose the weight join the perfect 10 diet community online at
perfect10diet com or on facebook com perfect10diet or on twitter perfect10diet or follow
perfect10diet below are a few of the real people whose lives have been changed through the
perfect 10 diet i went from a size 24 to a 6 and i love it nancy a i have lost seventy pounds on
the perfect 10 diet in sixteen months and my fasting insulin level has dropped from 40 to 4
the perfect 10 diet allows me to eat more fat from butter coconut and avocados which i
avoided for years believing they were bad for my cholesterol who could ask for anything
more nothing tastes as good as thin feels julie eat anywhere eat healthy meals and enjoy the
food i love how easy is that carol z at age 50 i feel like i m 20 again ted s

Nelson Textbook of Pediatrics, 2-Volume - E-Book
2024-03-29
covering every aspect of general pediatric practice as well as details for many pediatric
subspecialists nelson textbook of pediatrics 22nd edition brings you fully up to date with
everything from rapidly changing diagnostic and treatment protocols to new technologies to
the wide range of biologic psychologic and social problems faced by children today edited
and written by experts and prominent members of the pediatric medical community this
comprehensive two volume reference covers both the science and art of pediatric practice it
remains the reference of choice among pediatricians pediatric residents and others involved
in the care of young patients delivering the information you need in a concise easy to use
format for everyday reference and study features a user friendly format with short chapters
and subchapters that allow you to quickly find the information you need includes more than
60 new chapters on topics covering the impact of social factors on children s health the
impact of genetic discoveries on understanding diagnosing and treating childhood diseases
updating of current evidenced based diagnostic and therapeutic approaches to childhood
diseases and more offers new and expanded information on gene therapy interferonopathies
reactive infectious mucocutaneous eruption rime e cigarette or vaping use associated lung
injury evali monkeypox food protein induced enterocolitis syndrome fpies signaling pathway
disorders ciliopathies very early onset inflammatory bowel disease epstein barr virus
susceptibility disorders marijuana smoke exposure and much more features hundreds of new
figures and tables throughout for visual clarity and quick reference real time videos and
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regular updates online written exclusively for nelson provides fresh perspectives from two
new associate editors abigail m schuh and cara l mack both of medical college of wisconsin
remains your indispensable source for definitive evidence based answers on every aspect of
pediatric care any additional digital ancillary content may publish up to 6 weeks following the
publication date

A Letter from the Valley 2020-09-29
a letter from the valley a novel deals with the pangs and pains of life mixed with the little joys
and happiness john was born at the time when the indian economy was jigging to adjust to
the open economies of the world at the same time his father is victimized by the intrigues of
the church politics the transition of the economy was a difficult time for him like his
generation to readjust to the changed times to make a career sipping the bitterness of the
religiously and cast divided society he tries to find some threads to knit together its wounds
torn down by religious riots and the separatism supported by terrorism john finally finds a
small job of a computer operator in the neighboring state of jammu kashmir where he shares
the pains of a local kashmiri boy farukh who becomes his roommate here they find a relation
between christianity and islam that was once lost inside hagia sophia in constantinople john
is already connected to another kashmiri man who has a separatist instinct and has now
joined a terror group this terrorist ahmed plans to bomb a bus that by chance is carrying john

The Green Industrial Revolution 2014-11-26
the new green industrial revolution is driven by a variety of global environmental concerns in
some regions it is spurred by the scarcity of cheap affordable renewable energy that will also
lead to a reduced reliance on fossil fuel in the production of power in others it is driven by a
need to reduce greenhouse gas ghg emissions from power generation this book provides a
comprehensive review of the most popular green disruptive technologies in energy
production as well as their economic impact in addition the book includes a multitude of
international case studies where these technologies are currently deployed and their
economic impact on the region clearly explains the scientific engineering technological and
economics driving the green revolution in power generation a guide to technologies such as
renewable energy smart green grids and emission control technologies packed with
international case studies that provides real world examples of how these technologies are
currently being deployed around the world explains the economic impact which these new
technologies will play in building global sustainability

Los Arabes of New Mexico 2012
at the outset los arabes arabic speaking individuals were peddlers carrying a variety of wares
that often included exotic items from the holy land these skilled cross cultural traders
expected to strike it rich in the united states and then return to their homeland on the shores
of the eastern mediterranean some continued westward others put down roots in immigrant
ghettos in the east and midwest or traveled back across the sea a few however decided to
settle in new mexico and fulfill the dream of owning their own business the community grew
quickly as family members former neighbors and hometown friends joined the original group
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why were they attracted to this area what conditions in new mexico facilitated their rapid and
almost seamless acculturation hardworking imaginative and enterprising los arabes of new
mexico became successful businessmen and prominent entrepreneurs who enriched this
state with their unique culture their cheerful perseverance and boundless enthusiasm monika
ghattas was first intrigued by this topic while she was working on her phd degree in european
history at the university of new mexico she finally found the time to pursue this story after
she retired from central new mexico community college where she taught courses in
european and far east history for more than twenty years born in germany she has lived in
new mexico for more than fifty years and continues to be captivated by its vibrant culture
and rich history

Advanced Concepts for Intelligent Vision Systems
2011-09-06
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th international conference on
advanced concepts for intelligent vision systems acivs 2011 held in ghent belgium in august
2011 the 66 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 124
submissions the papers are organized in topical sections on classification recognition and
tracking segmentation images analysis image processing video surveillance and biometrics
algorithms and optimization and 3d depth and scene understanding

Cell Volume and Signaling 2006-11-30
in front of you is the finished product of your work the text of your contributions to the 2003
dayton international symposium on cell volume and signal transduction as we all recall this
symposium brought together the doyens of cellular and molecular physiology as well as
aspiring young investigators and students in this field it became a memorable event in an
illustrious series of international symposia on cell volume and signaling this series started by
professors vladimir strbák florian lang and monte greer in smolenice slovakia in 1997 and
continued by professors rolf kinne florian lang and frank wehner in berlin in 2000 is projected
for 2005 in copenhagen to be hosted by our colleague professor else hoffmann and her team
we dearly miss monte greer to whom this symposium was dedicated and addressed so
eloquently by vladimir strbák in his dedication to monte monte and i became friends in
smolenice and had begun to discuss the 2003 meeting only a few days before his tragic
accident in 2002 there are others who were not with us and we missed them too we would
not have been able to succeed in this event without the unflagging support of our higher
administration at wright state university the niddkd of the national institute of health and the
fuji medical system see acknowledgments

Aziz Ansari 2015-12-15
the talented and side splittingly funny aziz ansari is one of today s most popular comedians
the versatile south carolina native has made his mark in a variety of areas a very successful
stand up comedian ansari has had several successful tours a number of which resulted in
filmed specials he has also had success as an actor particularly as the sarcastic cocky and
entrepreneurial tom haverford on parks and recreation readers will learn which comedians
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have inspired ansari and how he comes up with material they ll read about his enthusiasm for
rap music his social media savvy and his thoughts on where his career is headed a great
portrait of one of today s freshest voices

Saving Aziz 2023-01-17
now a wall street journal bestseller it was the right thing to do and someone had to do it aziz
was more than an interpreter for force recon marine chad robichaux during chad s eight
deployments to afghanistan he was a teammate brother and friend more than once aziz
saved chad s life and then he needed chad to save his when president joe biden announced
in april 2021 that the united states would be making a hasty withdrawal from afghanistan
robichaux knew he had to get aziz and his family out before taliban forces took over the
country as the rescue team began to go to work they became aware of thousands more us
citizens afghan allies women and children facing persecution this gripping account of two war
heroes and friends puts human hearts and names alongside the headlines of one of the most
harrowing moments in our history giving you a closer look at the resilience of afghanistan
and its people the twenty year war that took place under four presidents a mission
accomplished and the work that s still to be done saving aziz is more than a story of war and
rescue it s about breaking down prejudice and apathy and why risking it all is worth it when it
comes to loving one another praise for saving aziz saving aziz is the story of two warriors
brought together by war and a brotherhood forged through years of battling for the cause of
freedom and captures the heroic efforts of those who took action to not only rescue aziz and
his family in the us withdrawal but thousands of others tim kennedy new york times
bestselling author us army special forces sniper

The Encyclopedia of Christian Literature 2010-04-16
covering 2 000 years this two volume set is the first encyclopedia devoted to christian writers
and books in addition to an overview of the christian literature this encyclopedia includes
more than 40 essays on the principal genres of christian literature and more than 400 bio
bibliographical essays describing the principal writers and their works

Homemade Snacks & Staples 2013-05-07
clean up your pantry revitalize your tastebuds and enjoy a healthier way of living ditch the
middle aisles of the grocery store and take a stab at making your own pantry staples and
snacks with fresh flavorful healthy ingredients homemade snacks and staples gives more
than 200 recipes that enable readers to skip the processed foods prepare your own salad
dressing and other condiments broths and stocks yogurt butter spices mixes nut butters
breads and tortillas and every other staple you could want make your own breakfast cereals
toaster pastries protein bars fruit popsicles popcorn roasted nuts crispy crackers french fries
salsas dehydrated snacks and so on you ll find these recipes to be rewarding delicious and far
easier than you think the industrialization of much of the world s food chain has taken people
so far from their agrarian roots that the diet they now consume would have been
unrecognizable as food just a few generations ago bright artificial colors and ridiculous
amounts of sugar and fat coupled with the preservatives needed to enable shipping and long
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shelf lives have infiltrated the foods that people eat in the growing backlash concerned cooks
are looking for ways to wean themselves and their children from these diet disasters without
making anyone feel deprived this book offers the antidote as a bonus these recipes are
mindful of vegan values and provide optional vegan variations

The Medical Directory ... 1998
based on the work of real students this comprehensive book answers the most common
questions about teaching writing and presents a series of mini lessons in step by step format

What's Next for this Beginning Writer? Revision 2012
the economic theories of karl marx and his disciples continue to be anthologized in books of
literary theory and criticism and taught in humanities classrooms to the exclusion of other
competing economic paradigms marxism is collectivist predictable monolithic impersonal
linear reductive in short wholly inadequate as an instrument for good in an era when we
know better than to reduce the variety of human experience to simplistic formulae a person s
creative and intellectual energies are never completely the products of culture or class
people are rational agents who choose between different courses of action based on their
reason knowledge and experience a person s choices affect lives circumstances and
communities even literary scholars who reject pure marxism are still motivated by it because
nearly all economic literary theory derives from marxism or advocates for vast economic
interventionism as a solution to social problems such interventionism however has a track
record of mass murder war taxation colonization pollution imprisonment espionage and
enslavement things most scholars of imaginative literature deplore yet most scholars of
imaginative literature remain interventionists literature and liberty offers these scholars an
alternative economic paradigm one that over the course of human history has eliminated
more generic bads than any other system it argues that free market or libertarian literary
theory is more humane than any variety of marxism or interventionism just as marxist
historiography can be identified in the use of structuralism and materialist literary theory so
should free market libertarianism be identifiable in all sorts of literary theory literature and
liberty disrupts the near monopolistic control of economic ideas in literary studies and offers
a new mode of thinking for those who believe that arts and literature should play a role in
discussions about law politics government and economics drawing from authors as wide
ranging as emerson shakespeare e m forster geoffrey of monmouth henry hazlitt and mark
twain literature and liberty is a significant contribution to libertarianism and literary studies

The Medical Register 2001
one of publishers weekly s best nonfiction books of 2022 a new york times book review
editors choice the riveting true story of america s first homegrown muslim terror attack the
1977 hanafi siege of washington dc on march 9 1977 washington dc came under attack
seven men stormed the headquarters of b nai b rith international quickly taking control of the
venerable jewish organization s building and holding more than a hundred employees
hostage inside a little over an hour later three more men entered the islamic center of
washington the country s biggest and most important mosque and took hostages there two
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others subsequently penetrated the municipal government s district building a few hundred
yards from the white house when the gunmen there opened fire a reporter was killed and city
councilor marion barry later to become the mayor of washington dc was shot in the chest the
deadly standoff brought downtown washington to a standstill the attackers belonged to the
hanafi movement an african american muslim group based in dc their leader was a former
jazz drummer named hamaas abdul khaalis who had risen through the ranks of the nation of
islam before feuding with the organization s mercurial chief elijah muhammad and becoming
kareem abdul jabbar s spiritual authority like malcolm x khaalis paid a price for his apostasy
in 1973 seven of his family members and followers were killed by nation supporters in one of
the district s most notorious murders as khaalis and the hostage takers took control of their
dc targets four years later they vowed to begin killing their hostages unless their demands
were met the federal government must turn over the killers of khaalis s family the boxer
muhammad ali and elijah s son wallace so that they could face true justice they also
demanded that the american premiere of mohammad messenger of god a hollywood epic
about the life of the prophet muhammad financed and supported by the libyan leader
muammar gaddhafi be canceled and the film destroyed shahan mufti s american caliph gives
the first full account of the largest ever hostage taking on american soil and of the tormented
man who masterminded it informed by extensive archival research and hundreds of
declassified fbi files american caliph tracks the battle for control of american islam the
international politics of religion and oil and the hour to hour drama of a city facing a
homegrown terror assault the result is a riveting true crime story that sheds new light on the
disarray of the 1970s and its ongoing reverberations

Literature and Liberty 2014-02-19
this massive four volume work provides students with a close examination of 10 modern
genocides enhanced by documents and introductions that provide additional historical and
contemporary context for learning about and understanding these tragic events modern
genocide the definitive resource and document collection spans nearly 1 700 pages
presented in four volumes and includes more than 120 primary source documents making it
ideal for high school and beginning college students studying modern genocide as part of a
larger world history curriculum the coverage for each modern genocide from herero to darfur
begins with an introductory essay that helps students conceptualize the conflict within an
international context and enables them to better understand the complex role genocide has
played in the modern world there are hundreds of entries on atrocities organizations
individuals and other aspects of genocide each written to serve as a springboard to
meaningful discussion and further research the coverage of each genocide includes an
introductory overview an explanation of the causes consequences perpetrators victims and
bystanders the international reaction a timeline of events an analyze section that poses
tough questions for readers to consider and provides scholarly pro and con responses to
these historical conundrums and reference entries this integrated examination of genocides
occurring in the modern era not only presents an unprecedented research tool on the subject
but also challenges the readers to go back and examine other events historically and
consequently consider important questions about human society in the present and the
future
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American Caliph 2022-11-22
spbei 2013 aims to be an excellent platform to facilitate international exchange of state ofthe
art research and practice in image video and signal processing biomedical engineering
informatics and their cross intersection to catalyze innovative research ideas and to
dissimilate new scientific discoveries the nature of the research demands collaboration in
medicine biology physics engineering computer science and statistics and spbei attempts to
expedite and strengthen the exploration and systemization of interdisciplinary knowledge
this year the conference received a large number of submissions around the globe and all
papers have been rigorously reviewed by a large number of peer reviewers who have spent
tremendous amount of time and effort on the evaluations with each paper receiving three to
six reviews we would like to thank all those who submitted papers for considerations and we
extend our sincere gratitude to all those who devoted their time and effort professionally to
ensuring the high standards of the technical program including the authors committee
members peer reviewers and session chairs

Modern Genocide [4 volumes] 2014-12-17
a guide to progressive healthcare packed full of actionable recommendations and a road map
to a more inclusive and equitable future health for everyone a guide to politically and socially
progressive healthcare brings together experts across a range of healthcare and related
disciplines to explore how we can make our healthcare system more progressive for groups
that have been overlooked for too long rather than a health policy manual adopting a 30 000
foot view this is a practical guide to start making healthcare more responsive more patient
centered and more community led right now starting from present realities zackary berger a
well known primary care physician activist and bioethicist has brought together teachers
clinicians advocates and researchers to map the steps we need to take to provide better care
to african american latinx chronically ill and disabled patients while improving the system
overall for everyone health for everyone answers questions such as how do you provide the
same care to every individual when individuals are different how do you get ideal care when
you are a member of a disadvantaged group what if you have a chronic condition that tends
to get the short end of the stick for which treatment might not be available or be stigmatized
focusing on a practical yet ethical and philosophical case for progressive health care this
book focuses on what matters most to patients and on the steps we need to take to insure
better health for everyone

Technical Reports Awareness Circular : TRAC. 1988-08
in speculative communities komporozos athanasiou examines the ways that financial
speculation has moved beyond markets to shape fundamental aspects of our social and
political lives as ordinary people make exceptional decisions such as the american election of
a populist demagogue or the british vote to leave the european union they are moving from
time honored and tested practices of governance toward the speculative promise of a
different kind of future even our methods of building community have shifted to the
speculative realm as social media platforms enable and amplify alternative visions of the
present and future these are the speculative communities that now shape our personal and
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political realities for komporozos athanasiou to speculate means increasingly to connect to
endorse uncertainty preemptively and often daringly as a means of social survival finance
has thus become the model for society writ large these financial systems have taken a
notable turn in our current era however contemporary capitalism sees the risk taking
entrepreneurial person being refashioned as a politically disoriented speculative subject who
embraces the future s radical uncertainty rather than averting it as komporozos athanasiou
shows virtual marketplaces new social media and dating apps function as finance s
speculative infrastructures leading to a new type of imagination across economy and society

2013 6th International Conference on BioMedical
Engineering and Informatics (BMEI 2013) 2014-01-07
this is the fourth edition of nyerere and africa end of an era it is also the largest and includes
new material not found in previous editions the work is a comprehensive study of the political
career of president julius nyerere spanning half a century the author takes a critical look at
nyerere s policies and influence in the domestic and international arenas for an objective
evaluation of the life and times of one of the most influential leaders in the twentieth century
the major role he played in the liberation of southern africa is just one of the subjects
addressed by the author he also provides insights into nyerere s personality from some of the
people who knew him best included in the book are interviews with some of the people who
knew nyerere since his childhood some of them were his teachers and they outlived him
others were his schoolmates and colleagues in government and when he was a teacher and
some of them were his students also included are interviews with some of his family
members this is an essential study of post colonial africa it is also a study in political
leadership and cold war politics in the african context among many other subjects addressed
in the book which should serve as a reference text for scholars and laymen alike interested in
africa and the third world in general

Health for Everyone 2022-06-20
got the paleo blues eating the perfect diet for your genetic blueprint but mysteriously feeling
worse think it s because you re not trying hard enough think all these problems are due to
the one croissant you had 6 months ago think again there are some serious flaws with the
paleo diet sure many people lose weight when they switch over to a boring diet of mostly
meat and vegetables and many see health improvements legitimate ones as happens when
the nutrition content of a diet goes up dramatically but many get ravaged by it in the long
term and there are clear obvious and very basic physiological reasons for it this book goes
into great detail about these reasons includes a discussion of some of the most basic paleo
diet tenets which are illogical or scientifically wrong and of course it includes valuable
information on how to overcome and reverse some of the problems you may run into read
this if you have been seduced by paleo logic false promises and scientific fairy tales

Speculative Communities 2022-01-17
the inside story of political protest in saudi arabia on the ground in the suburbs and in the
face of increasing state repression graveyard of clerics takes up two global phenomena
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intimately linked in saudi arabia urban sprawl and religious activism saudi suburbia emerged
after world war ii as citizens fled crowded inner cities developed to encourage a society of
docile isolated citizens suburbs instead opened new spaces for political action religious
activists in particular turned homes schools mosques and summer camps into resources for
mobilization with the support of suburban grassroots networks activists won local elections
and found opportunities to protest government actions until they faced a new wave of
repression under the current saudi leadership pascal menoret spent four years in saudi
arabia in the places where today s islamic activism first emerged with this book he tells the
stories of the people actively countering the saudi state and highlights how people can
organize and protest even amid increasingly intense police repression this book changes the
way we look at religious activism in saudi arabia it also offers a cautionary tale the ongoing
repression by saudi elites achieved often with the complicity of the international community
is shutting down grassroots political movements with significant consequences for the
country and the world a distinguished ethnographer pascal menoret excavates the islamic
awakening in saudi arabia with great empathy and understanding once again he
demonstrates his ability to penetrate a world often associated with radicalism bigotry
intolerance and violence bringing us face to face with the men of the movement and their
rise and demise in the saudi state madawi al rasheed author of the son king

Nyerere and Africa 2007
it s an astonishing fact that capturing all the energy in just one hour s worth of sunlight would
enable us to meet the planet s food and energy needs for an entire year the solar revolution
tells the story of how scientists are working to reconnect us to the solar economy harnessing
the power of the sun to provide sustainable food and energy for a global population of 10
billion people an achievement that would end our dependence on fossilised sunshine in the
form of coal oil and gas and remake our connection with the soil that grows our food steve
mckevitt and tony ryan describe the human race s complex relationship with the sun and
take us back through history to see how our world became the place it is today chemically
geologically ecologically climatically and economically before moving on to the cutting edge
science and technology that will enable us to live happily in a sustainable future

12 Paleo Myths: Eat Better Than a Caveman
2020-07-07
shows nasafi and his legacy in a new light nasafi s works are of particular interest because
they contain valuable descriptions of the different islamic world views of the age includes
substantial extracts to help illuminate this perceptive study of a neglected figure in the
pantheon of sufi thinkers

Graveyard of Clerics 2014-07-03
known to many as american university s peace legend abdul aziz said 1930 2021 led an
academic career spanning nearly sixty years always a forward looking thinker said
consistently sought to be among the first to grapple with the leading edge issues ofhis day
from decolonization and turbulent social change in developing countries to theinfluence of
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multinational corporations the normative priority of human rights culturalaspects of conflict
resolution and the promotion of islamic western understanding taken together his extensive
writings innovative pedagogy and practical pursuits offera model for engaged scholarship
characterized by dynamic use of the platform providedby a university career to advance
international peace intercultural dialogue and socialjustice as well as a spiritual ethic
emphasizing unity and connectedness among peoplefrom diverse cultural religious and racial
backgrounds abdul aziz said has been an innovator in international relations and
peacestudies born in syria he completed his higher education in the united states and wenton
to teach multiple generations of international affairs students he was a leading scholar
focusing on global peace as well as islam and peace his writings address salient global issues
from the 1950s to the first decades ofthe twenty first century div

The Solar Revolution 1988
the index to proceedings of the security council is a bibliographic guide to the proceedings
and documentation of the security council this issue covers the seventy third year of the
council including its commissions committees and ad hoc committees the index is divided in
two parts comprising the subject index and index to speeches the index is prepared by the
un dag hammarskjöld library as one of the products of the united nations bibliographic
information system

Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports 2020-11-25
the official abms directory is a database that includes over 600 000 physician profiles
including their board certification status the current edition allows users to research
physicians education hospital and academic appointments professional memberships and
certification recertification status find board certified specialists in any geographic area
locate qualified healthcare pro fessionals for a preferred provider plan and monitor the
qualifications of physicians already in the plan refer patients with confidence and keep up to
date on career moves and the whereabouts of colleagues

Aziz Nasafi 2023-11-13
the mrs symposium proceeding series is an internationally recognised reference suitable for
researchers and practitioners

Medieval and Middle Eastern Studies in Honor of Aziz
Suryal Atiya 1998
collecting the work of linguists psychologists neuroscientists archaeologists artificial
intelligence researchers and philosophers this volume presents a richly varied picture of the
nature and function of mental states starting from questions about the cognitive capacities of
the early hominin homo floresiensis the essays proceed to the role mental representations
play in guiding the behaviour of simple organisms and robots thence to the question of which
features of its environment the human brain represents and the extent to which complex
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cognitive skills such as language acquisition and comprehension are impaired when the brain
lacks certain important neural structures other papers explore topics ranging from nativism
to the presumed constancy of categorization across signed and spoken languages from the
formal representation of metaphor actions and vague language to philosophical questions
about conceptual schemes and colours anyone interested in mental states will find much to
reward them in this fine volume

Developments in the Middle East 2022-12-02
rapidly quenched metals 6 volume 2

Abdul Aziz Said: A Pioneer in Peace, Intercultural
Dialogue, and Cooperative Global Politics 1994-07

Physics Briefs 2019-10-15

Index to Proceedings of the Security Council 2002

National Faculty Directory 1993

Index of Patents Issued from the United States Patent
and Trademark Office 2006-12

The Official ABMS Directory of Board Certified Medical
Specialists 1990

Saudi Arabia 1992-02-28

Kinetics of Phase Transformations: Volume 205
2007-12-13

Mental States 1988-01-01
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Rapidly Quenched Metals 6: Volume 2 1922

Canadian criminal cases annotated
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